Some new schemes, possessing certain desirable properties, for organizing records with binary-valued attributes have been defined. It has been shown that it is possible to construct these filing schemes using finite geometires. The search time for a query involving any k atrributes for these filing schemes based on finite geometries is very small in comparison with existing filing schemes. Moreover, the search time does not depend on the number of records. The problem of updating is also quite simple.
INTRODUCTION
Many computer-based information systems require the storage of large volumes of data for future references. In certain situations each item of data may be represented by an n-vector, each component of which is a number providing information with respect to one of a set of n attributes AI, As, ... A.. This number may be called the value of the corresponding attribute. Each item will also have an identifying number i, different for different items. We may thus speak of the ith item or record. If a~. is the value of the ith item with respect to the jth attribute A ~-, then we shall call f(i) = (a~ , ai~ , ... , aij , ... , a~) , the attribute vector of the ith item. This identifying number i together with the attribute vector f(i) constitute the record of the ith item. The set of all records constitutes the file. In this paper we shall restrict our discussion to binary-valued attributes.
A retrieval request or a query is a request to retrieve from the file the subset of all records for which a certain: subset of attributes possess certain specific values. Thus, we may want to retrieve all records for which the attributes A~.I, Ai2 ,..., A~ possess the values v jl, vj~ ,..., vj~. We shall then say that the query relates to the attributes A jl, A j~ ,...~ iAi~. A file organization scheme consists of arranging the records according to a scheme which will reduce the time needed for searching records, for given Classes of queries. The problem of file organization is fairly simple when queries relate to only one attribute. A summary of this work has been given by Buchholz (1963) . Gray et al. (1961) attempted the problem of minimizing searc!~ ~time for multiple attribute queries by grouping attributes into composite attributes and forming a tree structure, and Davis and Lin i(1965) suggeste d theformati0n of partition classes by considering possible values of logical fields. In this paper we shall describe some new schemes for organizing files. :
BALANCED FILING SCHEMES (BFS)
The filing schemes which will be described are ways of forming subsets of the collection of all records to be stored in such a manner that by suitable algebraic operations, it will be possible to identify the locations in the storage device where records satisfying the query are stored. Here a query is defined as a Boolean function of the value or values of a subset of the attributes. We shall now define what we mean by a formatted file.
Definition. Let 81, S2,.,.Sz be 1 finite sets and let al C S~. Let $1 X 82 X Sa... X St = II~=l s, be the set of all elements of the form (al X a2,. ..x at) = II~=lai and let ~ c S~ and sl X s~ X... Xsz = I~=1 *~ be a subset of the product space. II~=* ~ is said to constitute a record. If the order in which S~'s and s~'s appear in the product sets is fixed or specified, then the records are said to be fixed formatted; otherwise the records are said to be semiformatted. Any set II~=l a~ where a~ C s~ arid II~=l s~ is a record, is sometimes referred to as a line item provided it is a meaningful element of the record. When there is no chance of confusion the vector notation (Sl, s2 ,..., sz), (a~, a2 ,..., at) will be used for I~=1 si and II~=~ ai, respectively. Each :of the sets S~ is Sometimes called an attribute and in the fixed formatted case it is called a field. A collection of records is called a file. In describing the organization and search schemes using balanced filing schemes we shall restrict our attention to files of fixed formatted records. In addition, we shall re~triet our discussions to a file of fixed formatted records where the attributes are binary valued (i.e., each S, has only two elements)
• l and where each reeord is rli=l a~ or (al, a2, ..., as) . A balanced filing scheme with parameters (k, 1, b) is defined to be an arrangement of records with 1 attributes into b groups (buckets) which are not necessarily mutually exclusive satisfying the following properties:
(2.1) The number of records in a bucket will be less than or equal to the number of records (property of redundancy).
(2.2) Each bucket will contain the records pertaining to (~)/b ktuples of attributes (uniformity).
(2.3) Records pertaining to any k(k > 2) attributes will appear in one and only one bucket (uniqueness).
(2.4) To every bucket, there corresponds a linear system of algebraic equations over a finite field (identifiability).
A balanced filing scheme with parameters (k, 1, b) is said to be order k and is denoted by BSF~.
Complete tactical configurations can be used to construct balanced filing schemes. A complete (X, k, a) tactical configuration of 1 elements may be defined as an arrangement of 1 things into subsets of ~ each, such that every possible subset of lc(lc < a) things will occur together in X of these a subsets of ~ things. Veblen and Bussey (1906) pointed out that tactical configurations can be eonstrueted using finite geometries.
FINITE GEOMETRIES
Finite projective geometry PG(N, p~), p => 2, and finite Euclidean geometry EG(N, p~') will be extensively used in this paper and they will be defined in the following paragraphs.
PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY
In a finite projective geometry PG(N, p') of N dimension based on Galois field GF(p~), where p is a prime integer, the points can be taken as (N -~ 1)-tuples x = (x0, x l , . . . , x~) where x0, x l , . . . , x~ are elements of GF(p ~) and the (N ~-1)-tuple px = (pxo, pxl ,..., px~) is regarded as the same point as x for any nonzero element p of GF(p'). The (N -~ 1)-tuple (0, 0,..., 0) is not regarded as a point.
A t-dimensional flat in PG(N, p~), 0 =< t < N -1 is defined by the set of points which satisfy the following N -t independent linear homogeneous equations. Where the a's are the elements of GF(p~). Thus the points which satisfy one linear homogeneous equation defines an N -1 flat in PG (N,p ~) and u point in PG(N, p') satisfies N independent linear homogeneous equations. Hence a point is called a 0-flat, a line, a 1-flat, a plane, a 2-flat and so on.
Let ¢ (N, t, s) for 0 _-< t _-< N denote the number of t-flats in PG(N, s) where
and s = pL The ¢'s satisfies the following condition:
EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY
A point in an N-dimensional finite Euclidean geometry EG(N, s) based on a GF(s) is defined to be an ordered N-tuple (xl, x2 ,..., x~), where x~ E GF(s), i = 1, 2,..., N. The N-tuple (0, 0,..., 0) is also a point of EG(N, s).
The t-spaces (0 < t < N -1) of EG(N, s) are defined by nonhomogeneous equations. The set of points which satisfy the following N -t independent linear equations form a t-space.
The number of t-spaces in EG(N, s) is equal to ¢(N, t, s) -¢p (N -1, t, s) = sN-tC~(N --1, t --1, s) . The other details of PG (N, s) and EG(N, s) will not be discussed and may be obtained from Carmichael (1937) , Bose (1939) , etc.
C O N S T R U C T I O N S OF BFS2 U S I N G PG(N, s) AND EG(N, s)
BFS2 can be constructed by using finite geometries by identifying the points of the geometry with the attributes of the records and the lines of the geometry as the buckets of BFS~.
Suppose the l binary attributes of the records are denoted by A1, A2 , . . . , Az, where the ith attribute can take two values, namely the presence of A~ which will be denoted by As, and the absence of Ai, denoted by 2:~, (i = 1, 2,..., l). As the attributes can take binary values, it is sufficient to deal with either (A1 , . . . , Az) or (A1 , . . . , .4z). The situation when nonhomogeneous combinations like A~I, A~, A,3, etc. arise in the query, slight modifications will be necessary and will be discussed later. Records pertaining to All, A~, A~ will mean all records which have the values A~I, A~2 and A~, simultaneously, whatever be the values of the other attributes. Thus records pertaining to any pair of attributes willbe located in one and only one bucket, which establishes that condition (2.3) is satisfied with k = 2. In the trivial situation when the data is of such a form that all the records contain only those attributes which lie in one line of PG(N, s), then all the records will belong to one and only one bucket and other buckets will be empty (as k = 1) and thus (2.1) will be satisfied. When the data is of such a form that all the attributes present in the records do not lie on the same line of PG(N, s), it is obvious that all the records will not belong in the same bucket and as no duplicati0n of the same record in the same bucket is a!lowed, (2.1) is satisfied. This completes the proof. The remainder of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 and, hence, shall be omitted.
Remark 1. BFS2 can be constructed for records with l attributes using finite geometries even when l ~ ~b(N, 0, s) or I ~ s ~, In such Situatiousl l' = ~(N,O,s) or = s Nfor an can be chosen such that l' :> l and l' l' some sand N and the same method applied. Then (2.2) may not be satisfied.
Remark 2. The use of finite geometries for construction of BFS2 will, in general, introduce some duplication of recordswhich means more space for storage. This problem can be reduced by storing the actual data in some fixed location and storing the accession numbers of the records in the buckets and not the full records.
STORING RECORDS AND QVERYING USING BFS2
Each bucket has a geometrical identification which is the system of equations defining the line. The matrix of the system of equations can be used for the geometrical identification of the bucket.
Suppose a bucket contains all records pertaining to pairs of attributes formed from A1, A2 ,..., Aa. There will be (~) subbuckets Within the bucket and one subbucket corresponding to each pair A~A~, i < j, i, j = 1, 2,..., d. The subbueket corresponding to A~Aj is assigned a group of addresses of the computer (or some other storing device) which will store the accession numbers of records which contain both the attributes A~ and Ai. Accession numbers of the records can be assigned to the subbuekets such that there is no duplication within a bucket. The subbuckets may also .contain some chaining addresses which were introduced to avoid duplication, This is made more explicit by the example which will follow.
Retrieval of records which contain a given pair of attributes is performed in the following manner. The query will relate to two attributes which are transformed to two points and then the line containing the two points is obtained by solving algebraic equations rather than table lookup. Once the line is determined, the bucket can be located. Next, by matching the pair of points, the Subbucket is determined and all the accession numbers in the subbucket then give the required records (some additional records may have to be retrieved from other subbuckets of the same bucket using chaining techniques). EXAMPLE 1. As an illustration, a data base which has seven binary attribute records will be considered. Suppose the seven attributes are A1, A~, A3, A4, As, A0 and A7. The BFS2 for this data can be constructed using a PG(2, 2). The lines of this geometry are given by The points of this geometry are triplets and for simplicity they shall be written without separation commas between the coordinates, i.e., the point (x0, x~, x2) shall be written as XoXlX2. Thus the points on different lines of the geometry are given by: In storing the accession numbers of the records in the subbuckets of any bucket, it is likely that the same accession number is entitled to be stored in more than one subbucket, but this should be avoided by storing it in the first subbucket it is entitled to. Suppose a record is represented by (A1A2A3A4Aj~e.47) ; then the accession number of this record is to be stored in the subbucket (001010) and not in (001011) or (0!0011) under the bucket (100). This accession number will, however, be stored again in the subbucket (001100) of the bucket (010), (010100) of (001) and (011t00) of (011). Thus it is obvious that in this scheme any accession:number will be stored more than once, and this is the price that has to be paid for fast retrieval. Suppose a query was posed as "All records which have As andA4 are to be ret~eved." Then the search procedure would be as follows: The attributes A~ and A4 would be converted to points (010) and (100) respectively and the equation to the line containing these two points in a PG(2, 2) would be determined by substituting these two points in the general equation axo ~ flx~ ~ ~x2 = 0 and solving for a, ~ and ~ in GF(2), 0nsubstitution/it is found that ~ = 0, and a = 0, hence the required 1-flat is 7x2 = 0 or x~ = 0 and the identification number of the corresponding bucket is (001). Inside this bucket, the subbucket identification number (010100) is to be searched and this happens to be the first subbucket number in the bucket (001). Hence, all the accession numbers in this subbucket are the required accession numbers, If the query was to find all the accession numbers of the records which have A~ and A~, then the search procedure would lead to the second sub' bucket, namely, (010110) in (001). In that case, all the accession num: bers in this subbucket have to be retrieved and accession numbers in the previous subbucket have to be searched to find A2A6. This can be made an easy task by grouping beforehand the accession numbers in the subbucket (010100) into two groups, namely, the accession numbers of A~I~t6, and the rest and then using a chaining technique between the subbucket (010110) and the group of accession numbers under A~A~Io in the subbucket (010100).
Remark 3. In order to simplify the scheme, it is suggested that whenever combinations of attributes are to be treated it is better to order the attributes in the query, i.e., arrangements A2A8 will be used instead of A¢12 and so on.
RETRIEVAL TIME IN BFS~
The retrieval time of the records pertaining to a query in BFS~ using finite geometries can be split up into the following components:
(1) TI= time needed to solve the algebraic equation to determine the bucket:
( 2 ) T~ = time needed for matching the bucket identification number.
(3) T3 = time needed for matching the subbucket identification number.
(4) T4 = time needed for chaining the subbuckets, if needed.
Hence, the total retrieval time T is equal to:
T = TI+ T2+ T3+ T.,.
Calculation of T1 will involve a couple of substitutions, a subtraction, a transposition and a normalization. All these operations can be performed in any large scale computer ( In the example discussed above, T2 = 3.5 r and Ta = 1.5 r. When an IBM 7094 is used, T~ ~ 4.10 -~ scc. and T4 ~ 2.10 -~ sec. Thus T = 6.10 -G sec. + 5 r for any two field query.
If the inverted file technique was used for these records, then the search time would depend on the number of records in the data. A general comparison of BI,'S2 ~dth inverted file technique can be made by assuming uniform distribution of records, i.e., there are, in all, 2 t records and all combinations of attributes are prcsent once and only once. In searching for the records pertaining to two attributes, say A1 and A , , in an inverted file the following scheme can bc persued: The accession numbers of the records which have A1 and those which have A4 may be selected and then the two lists be matched to find the common accession numbers. Each of these lists will contain 2 ~-~ accession num-bers and may be assumed to be ordered, and if it is further assumed that while matching the two lists, the matched items will be deleted and while searching for a match of an element of the first list all the remaining items of the second llst will be considered, then the total number of matches will be approximately equal to 2 z-~ log2 (2 z-~) = (1 --. 1)2 ~-~ and the time needed will be (1 -1) 2 t-~r. The average number ofimatehes needed to find the location of the lists which have A, and tho~e which have A~ will be (l + 1)/2 = l, and the time needed will be lr. Thus the time needed for search in the inverted file will be approximately Comparing (4.2) with (4.1) as the number of points in the geometry = l, it is easy to see that (4.2) is much larger than (4.1). In the example discussed before, l = 7, the total number of records is 27, thus from (4.2) the search time for a two field query using inverted file would be approximately 391r which is much higher than that for BFS2 as given by earlier calculation.
It is obvious from the design of a BFS2 that the records of the original data will occur more than once in a BFS2. An approximate expression for the redundancy can be obtained under the uniform distribution assumption of the data, i.e., all the 2 t records occur once and only once.
Suppose ( ( In the special case when N = 2, the redundancy factor in BFS2 constructed using PG (2, 4) is approximately (½ q-~ q-... )(s ~ q-s q-1) (which happens to be the situation of the example discussed previously) and when EG is used the redundancy is (½ q-~ q-. ..)(s q-1)(s). In the inverted file, the redundancy factor is 1/2. For neat comparison of the redundancy of BFS~ with that of inverted filing system, l may be taken to be equal to ~(N, 0, s) or s N according as PG(N, s) or EG(N, s) is used. In the example discussed previously, for inverted file, the redundancy is four, where as for BFS~ it is approximately 3~-~, where as if an EG had been used it would be approximately 3~.
Remark 4. When the assumption of uniformity is not satisfied, the comparison of BFS~ with inverted file can be made with some obvious modifications.
CONSTRUCTION OF BFS~ USING EG(N, 2)
The construction of balanced filing scheme becomes more complicated as the number of query fields increases. However, a BFS3 can be constructed by using a EG(N, 2) without much complication. THEOREM 3. There exists a balanced filing scheme with k = 3,
Proof, Any two points of EG(N, 2) determine a 1-fiat and any two intersecting 1-fiats will determine a 2-flat in the geometry and there are 2N-1(2~ : -1) 1-fiats in the geometry. Suppose the 2 N points of the geometry correspond to the 2 N attributes of the records and the (2 N -1) (2N -1 --1)2N-~/3 2,flats of the geometry correspond to the buckets. Since any 1-flat will contain only two points, any triplet of points will determine a 2-fiat uniquely: On a 2.flat, a triplet may be obtained as the intersection of two 1-flats. However, any two 1-flats on the same 2-flat will not intersect. Thus (2.3) is satisfied. The buckets will be formed in the same manner as in BFS2 by considering all possible pairs of 1-flats on the 2-flat and storing in the bucket all records (without duplication of records in the same bucket) that have the particular triplet of attributes corresponding to the triplet of points.
The conditions (2.1), (2.2) and (2.4) are also satisfied for this geometry, the details of the proof are omitted.
REMA~ 5. EG(N, 2) will provide a BFS3 and also a partially balanced filing scheme of order 4. This additional flexibility is achieved because of the presence of some nonintersecting 1-flats in the 2-flats. This additional advantage may or may not be used. One disadvantage of using 1-flats embedded in 2-flats for construction of BFS~ is that the redundancy factor will be quite high for uniform distribution of records. In practice, however, very often all the triplets may not be of interest and in such situations the redundancy factor will be smaller.
Besides the general theory given in Theorem 3 for construction of BFS3 sometimes it is possible to find geometries which will enable construction of BFS8 with very small redundancy. Though the general theory for these geometries have not been examined, an example is given below to illustrate the possibilities. EXAMPLE 2. Suppose data having eight binary attribute records is to be filed for triplet attribute query. Let these attributes be denoted by A~, A2, As, A~, As, As, A7 and As. Suppose the attributes of the records are mapped into the eight points of an EG (3, 2) in the following manner: 000 = A1, 001 = As, 010 = An, 011 = A4, 100 = As, 101 = As, 110 = A~, 111 = As.
The 2-flats of this geometry will correspond to thebuckets of the filing scheme. There will be 14 buckets, whose algebraic representation will be as follows: Let the bucket corresponding to a j-flat be called a jth-order bucket of GBFSk(j = 0, 1, 2,-..,k -1). The accession numbers of the records pertaining to all points on a rflat 0 < r < rain (k -1, N) will be stored without duplication in the bucket corresponding to the r-flat, hence (6.1) is satisfied. When k > N, then for every possible flats of PG(N, s) (the whole space is the N-flat) there will be a corresponding bucket. Hence given any set of k =< ¢(N, 0, s) attributes there will be exactly one bucket corresponding to them because any set of /s points will determine uniquelY a fiat and there will be a bucket corresponding to it. The dimension of the flat determined by the set of It-points will be one less than the rank of the matrix of the point. Thus (6.2) holds for k > N. When /¢ < N, the buckets will be constructed corresponding to all flats of dimension less than k. As the maximum rank of/~ points in PG(N, s) can be k, corresponding to any set of ;c or fewer attributes, there will exist a unique bucket. Hence (6.2) is satisfied. The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 4 and is omitted.
STORING RECORDS 2~ND QUERYING IN GBFk
Each bucket has a geometrical identification which is the system of equations defining the flat of the geometry corresponding to the bucket. As in BFSk the matrix of the system of equations can be used for the geometrical identification of the bucket.
Suppose a bucket corresponds to a r-flat in the geometry and the points on the r-flat correspond to the atrributes A1, A2, -.. , Ad. Then the accession numbers of records pertaining to all possible combination of '(r -t-1) ormore of these attributes will be located in the subbuckets within this bucket. In order to reduce the time for searching on the combinations of attributes, the subbuckets are arranged in an hierarchal manner, namely 1st stage subbuckets, 2nd stage subbuckets • • • (d --r)th stage subbuckets. In order to reduce the number of the 1st stage subbuckets, (and hence the subbuckets in the other stages) only sets of (r -b 1) points of the rth flat which form a basis are considered. Thus corresponding to each basis o the rth-fiat, there corresponds a 1st stage subbucket. Within any 1st stage subbucket the 2nd stage subbuckets will be formed by considering all (r ~-2) points of which the first (r ~ 1) • points are the same as those of the 1st stage subbucket and the last one is a dependent point of these. This process will be repeated for constructing higher stages of subbuckets. Among the ruth stage subbuckets there will be some subbuckets which have the same points; hence to avoid duplication of accession numbers it would be proper to chain all the similar ruth stage subbucket to one of its members. Whenever an ruth stage subbucket is chained itis not necessary to construct (m ~ 1)th stage subbuckets within it. The accession numbers are stored in the subbuckets at the last stage of the hierarchy. It is obvious that at the (d -r)th stage all the subbuckets will have the same set:of points,
hence it is sufficient to have accession numbers only in one of the ( d , r ) t h stage subbuekets and chain addresses in the others. In retrieving for a query involving k attributes, the attributes are first converted into points of the geometry. Let the matrix of the points be denoted by Since the rank of X is r + 1, X lies in a r-flat. Thus the searching need be done only in the rth order buckets. In the algebraic equations, say
for the r-flat the rows of X are substituted and the particular r-flat for which the equations (6.6) are satisfied for all rows of X determine the required bucket in which X lies. Having determined the bucket, the 1st stage subbucket identification matrices are compared with : Y to determine the 1st subbueket. Then one more row of X is added to Y and the 2nd stage subbuckets within the particular 1st stage subbucket are searched. In this manner the search proceeds up to the (k -r)th stage subbuckets. Having found the (]c -r)th stage subbucket which matches X, all the accession numbers that belong to the (/~ -r + 1 ) t h stage and higher subbuekets with this (/c -r ) t h stage subbueket are chosen. EXAMPLE 3. A GBFS3 with parameters/c = 3, 1 = 15, b = 65 can be constructed using a PG(3, 2). The 15 points of PG(3, 2) will correspond to the 15 binary-valued attributes of the records, namely, 0001 = A1, 00i0 = A2, 0011 = A~, 0100 = A4, 0101 = As, 0110 = A~, 0111 --AT, 1000 = As, 1001 = Ag, 1010 = A10,1011 = A l l , 1!00 = A~2, 1101 = A~, 1110 = A14, and 1111 = A15 • The 0th-order blocks will correspond to the 15 points of the geometry, the first-order blocks will correspond to the 35 lines of the geometry and the second-order of triplets possible is (i) = 35. If any triplet on a plane is not a basis, then it must form a line; the number of lines on a plane is 4( 2, 1, 2) = 7. So the total number of bases of a plane is 35 -7 = 28. Thus to obtain the bases of a plane, all possible triplets on the plane should be considered and from those all the lines (which are already given) should be omitted. Thus the bases of the plane x0 = 0 are: A1AZA4, AlA&, A&&, &AA7 , A&A4, &MS ) .&A& , Al&A?, &44& ) Ad4-4, ) A1A5AS ) &A&A, ) A'P43J44 ) A&A, ) Az&A6, A2Av47 A&AT, Corresponding to each of these bases there will be a 1st stage subbucket. As k = 3, it is not necessary to have higher-order subbuckets within the second-order buckets. The accession number of the records will be stored in the 1st stage subbuckets of the second-order buckets without any duplication of accession numbers within a bucket. The zero-order buckets corresponding to the points will be constructed by storing the accession numbers of the records which contain the attribute corresponding to the point.
Suppose the query involves the three attributes A1 , A2 and A, . The points corresponding to these attributes are (0001) , (0010) has a rank 2, which indicates that the search is to be made among the lines and not the planes. On transposing the row vectors of the points into column vectors and multiplying to the right of the coefficient matrices of the lines, it will be found that the only matrix which will give a null vector for all the three points is (?%). Thus it indicates that the required accession numbers will be found in the bucket corresponding to this matrix. A basis for the matrix of these points can be chosen as (0001) and (0011). Searching through the first stage subbuckets will lead to the subbucket corresponding to A1A3 . As the actual query involves three attributes, namely A1A2A3 , the search within this 1st stage subbucket is continued into the second stage subbuckets. In the second stage subbucket, AlA will be located as the identification of a subbucket. In this second stage subbucket, all the required accession numbers will not be available because this subbucket is chained with other second stage subbuckets of the same first-order bucket, which have also to be retrieved.
If the query consisted of a triplet which had rank 3, then the search would be made among the 1st stage subbuckets of a second-order bucket.
It is obvious that this filing scheme will have a high redundancy factor. This redundancy factor can be reduced to some extent in many practical situations because seldom queries are made on only one attribute (the group of zero-order buckets form an inverted file) and thus the zeroorder buckets may be omitted. 21, 1967; revised March 13, 1968. 
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